RST Golf
At the root of RotarySwing is one thing - passion, passion for the game passion for the swing and
perhaps more important of all, passion for the truth. RotarySwing was founded not to start a business
but to make sense of the golf swing, once and for all - and for all golfers of all abilities, and in doing so
make golf simple and fun again.
We believe that every single golfer should feel the joy of golf each and every time they go out and
play. Founder Chuck Quinton‘s on experiences with golf instruction after turning pro left a very sour
taste in his mouth, with one instructor saying one thing and the next saying the exact opposite. It was
confusing and frustrating.
As someone who lives for data, proof and numbers, this simply didn’t work for Quinton. Though his
experience he realized it was something that every single golfer taking golf instruction was experiencing
too. He believed there had to be a better way to learn the golf swing then having to spend hundreds of
hours trying to “dig it out of the dirt”. His belief that learning the golf swing should be simple, clear and
concise has been a catalyst for more than 30 years of study into every single aspect of the game and
swing.
While Quinton would be happy to sit back and enjoy the success that he has had as a renowned
teaching professional, Quinton couldn’t rest until he felt he had “solved the puzzle that is the golf
swing”. After publishing 3 books publishing hundreds of videos and helping millions and prove their
game around the world Quinton still haven’t found the answer he was looking for - to teach anyone how
to swing like a pro in just 10 minutes.
Quinton realized he needed to turn the overly complicated world of golf instruction on its head and
radically simplify it. To do that he needed to think completely different about how to teach someone
how to swing a club. What if the swing was all about feel and no mechanical thoughts?
After spending thousands of hours and hitting tens of thousands of shots in his lab using his own swing
as “patient zero”, Quinton had unlocked the most revolutionary and exciting discovery in golf instruction
- The Axiom. Through his relentless pursuit to make golf fun again for all golfers and abilities, he has
created a buzz and excitement about the golf swing. Finally anyone can learn the golf swing and a simple
easy to understand fashion based on a feel that creates proper mechanics that will allow you to pure
more shots and play your best golf, pain free, for a lifetime.
Quinton’s passion and relentless pursuit to “solve the puzzle” and make golf on again for all golfers of all
abilities has led to his recent discovery of the “AXIOM” the most revolutionary and exciting discovery
and golf instruction!
Making something incredibly complicated so very simple wasn’t easy it took over 20 years of dedication
and commitment to make sense of the golf swing. Finally anyone can swing like a pro in just 10 minutes!
Quinton is the author of three instructional books including the “Dead Drill” the “Rotary Swing Tour
Certification Manual” and the “Rotary Swing” that have sold thousands of copies worldwide as well as
the instructional DVD series “Swing Plane Made Simple” and “Short Game Made Simple” and his most
recent book the “Rotary Swing Tour Certification Manual”, Level 1 has been one of the most critically
acclaimed golf instruction books ever written.

Quinton has spent countless thousands of hours researching biomechanics, neuromechanics, anatomy
and physics to develop his unique and systematic approach to the golf swing. His early research into
how stroke victims are able to learn new movement patterns through a specific motor learning process
led to the development of the online learning system that has helped hundreds of thousands of golfers
around the world play their most consistent golf ever.
His instructional website RotarySwing.com was the first golf instruction membership site on the net and
is one of the largest golf instruction sites on the internet today with thousands of visitors per day and his
host to over 300 instructional videos that Quinton has created as well as over 100 articles he has
written.
He has been featured as a guest on ESPN Sports Radio numerous times as well as numerous local radio
shows around the country.
The Rotary Swing has helped thousands of students of all abilities including players on the PGA Tour,
Nationwide Tour European PGA Tour, LPGA Tour, Futures Tour, Hooters Tour, Gateway Tour and
numerous other mini tours.
It is through his thousands of hours of tireless research, continuing instruction and hard work at the site
that the original Rotary Swing and the Rotary Swing Tour (RST) have come about.
Quinton has given over 10,000 in person golf lessons over the past 20 years and he and his team have
done over 80,000 online swing reviews.
Medical Panel and Advisory Board
To make sure we give you nothing but facts and the latest research, we rely on experts like these:

One-Hour Lesson Pricing
Individual Rates:
Individual Adult $100 | Junior $75
5 Series $500
10 Series $850
15 Series $1,250
20 Series $1,500
All lesson series are 20% off for junior golfers.
Group Rates:
2 Golfers $175 Each
3 Golfers $150 Each
4 Golfers $125 Each
5 Golfers $100 Each
All participants who purchase a lesson series will receive a complimentary round of golf with golf cart
included. GHIN registration and dinner in the Strikers’ Bar & Grille.

